Abstract-Accurate analysis of system timing and voltage margin including deterministic and random jitter is crucial in high-speed I/O system designs. Traditional SPICE-based simulation techniques can precisely simulate various deterministic jitter sources, such as intersymbol interference (ISI) and crosstalk from passive channels. The inclusion of random jitter in SPICE simulations, however, results in long simulation time. Innovative simulation techniques based on a statistical simulation framework have been recently introduced to cosimulate deterministic and random jitter effects efficiently. This paper presents new improvements on this statistical simulation framework. In particular, we introduce an accurate jitter modeling technique which accounts for bounded jitter with arbitrary spectrum in addition to Gaussian jitter. We also present a rigorous approach to model duty cycle distortion (DCD). A number of I/O systems are considered as examples to validate the proposed modeling methodology.
I. INTRODUCTION

U
NTIL recently, input/output (I/O) system analysis focused on characterizing impact of deterministic jitter sources such as intersymbol interference (ISI), crosstalk, driver skew, and receiver sampling offset. The impact of random jitter sources such as supply noise, thermal noise, and reference clock jitter is difficult to evaluate during the design phase and thus typically determined experimentally. In modern high-speed I/O designs with ever shrinking timing budget, it is crucial to characterize the effects of both deterministic and random jitter sources on system performance. Recently, several new approaches are developed to estimate the overall system bit error rate (BER) with deterministic and random jitter effects [1] - [7] . The most popular approaches are based on a statistical eye consisting of the ISI probability distributions at different sampling phases [1] - [5] . The majority of these techniques assume a white random jitter spectrum, and the clock-data recovery (CDR) phase dither is often ignored [1] - [3] , [5] . The statistical simulation technique described in [4] resolves many of these issues: colored random jitter is modeled using autocorrelation, and CDR is modeled using a Markov chain to include the channel and any jitter effects. On the other hand, popular statistical approach such as StatEye ignores the effects of channel and jitter on CDR dither and simply models CDR as part of receiver sampling jitter, resulting in inaccurate predictions of the overall system performance [3] . This paper presents accuracy improvements to the method proposed in [4] . Specifically, a new general formulation is introduced to model both white and colored bounded jitter in addition to Gaussian jitter. Furthermore, a rigorous approach to model DCD is presented. In contrast, DCD has previously been modeled in [5] using a perturbation approach which assumes that the DCD amount is relatively small compared to the length of the channel response.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the overall BER estimation methodology based on a statistical framework. Section III presents the detailed formulation, incorporating transmitter and receiver jitter. Section IV introduces a novel transmitter DCD model. Section V shows model validation with link measurements. Section VI summarizes the paper.
II. STATISTICAL SYSTEM-LEVEL LINK BER MODELING
In this section, a general statistical formulation to simulate the link BER is presented. Assuming linear time invariance (LTI) throughout the rest of this paper, the output signal of a channel without transmitter and receiver jitter is given by (1) where and are the channel pulse and step responses respectively, is the input symbol index, is the symbol time, and is the output of the transmitter. The pulse and step responses can be derived from the S-parameter of the passive channel. With the transmitter jitter, , the output of the channel becomes (2) After sampling at , where is the receiver jitter, the sampled signal is given by
1521-3323/$25.00 © 2008 IEEE Note that is not a function of the index as it does not alter the transmitted signal whereas is. As in [5] , the transmitter and receiver jitter 1 are modeled as impulses at the edge times as shown in Fig. 1 . Both jitter components can thus be mapped into effective voltage noise at the input of the sampler using Taylor series expansion as follows: (4) where is the data-rate sampled impulse response of the channel, is the received signal without ISI, ISI is the amount of ISI at sample time , and and represent the effective voltage noise for transmitter and receiver timing jitter, respectively. 2 1 Receiver jitter could be alternatively modeled using conditional PDFs of timing jitter similar to the CDR phase distribution modeling shown in (7) . 2 Other noise sources such as thermal noise and crosstalk can be accounted for in (4) as additional terms.
Based on (4), BER is computed using the following expression: (5) where is the reference voltage which is typically nonzero for single-ended signaling I/Os, and and are the probabilities of the input bit being 1 and 0, respectively. The random variables ISI, , and are correlated since they are all functions of symbol pattern and the channel impulse response. Although the exact method for BER calculation should take the correlation between ISI, , and into account by averaging the error probability over all possible bit patterns, it is assumed that they are independent to simplify the computation. With this assumption, PDFs of ISI, , and are convolved and the resulting PDF is used to calculate BER.
If and are unbounded, and may each be represented as a sum of independent Gaussian and bounded random variables. Let be the bounded distribution which is obtained by convolving ISI and any bounded random variables of and , and be the final Gaussian random variables from and . Then, BER is given by (6) , shown at the bottom of the page where and are the Gaussian and bounded PDFs of the effective voltage noise, respectively, is the variance of , and is the Q-function. The BER eye diagram shown in Fig. 2 is calculated by sweeping (6) over the sampling phase and the reference voltage. The time and voltage domain bathtubs can then be readily obtained from horizontal and vertical slices of the BER eye diagram.
In link applications with a CDR, the CDR dither can be modeled as a statistical sampling distribution [5] . Given the sampling distribution and the distribution of receiver jitter, the overall system BER is the sum of the conditional BERs at each phase (7) where is the phase index and is the link BER at . The overall process of BER calculation is illustrated in Fig. 2 . First, the effects of ISI, jitter, and other noise sources are separated. Assuming random input data patterns and symmetric rising and falling edges [1] - [5] , [8] , the ISI PDF is calculated by convolving ISI components in the SBR. This approach features fast computation and accurate results. For more general systems that do not satisfy the random pattern and symmetric edges assumptions, a fast time-domain simulation technique such as multiple edge response is needed to estimate the ISI distribution [8] . Once the ISI PDFs have been calculated for each phase, they are convolved with the effective voltage noise to generate the BER eye diagram. The link BER is then calculated based on the BER eye diagram and CDR phase distribution.
III. TRANSMITTER AND RECEIVER JITTER MODEL
In the previous section, the statistical formulation was presented to account for jitter in BER calculation. In this section, the models for transmitter and receiver jitter are described. Previous statistical methodologies [1]- [5] have different models for random jitter. Most of them, [1] - [3] , [5] , ignore jitter spectrum while [4] models colored Gaussian random jitter. This section generalizes the method in [4] to handle bounded jitter with arbitrary spectrum.
The effective voltage noise of receiver jitter in (4) can be rewritten as (8) where is , is a random symbol pattern vector, and is constructed from the transmitter equalizer taps (9) and is the output of the transmitter equalizer.
Since the effective voltage noise is a function of and , which are independent of each other, its PDF is expressed by (10) can be calculated by convolving the data rate sampled points of the impulse response similar to the case for the ISI PDF calculation discussed in the previous section. When is bounded, the final PDF of is obtained by multiplying by . On the other hand, when is unbounded Gaussian, we can approximate it as a single Gaussian random variable with variance of where is the receiver jitter variance [4] .
The transmitter jitter modeling is more complicated than receiver jitter since the effective voltage noise, , due to the transmitter jitter is colored by the channel impulse response as shown in (4) . Therefore, the method presented above for receiver jitter is not applicable. To derive the model for , the transmitter jitter in (4) is rewritten as (11) where is constructed from the data rate sampled channel impulse response , shown in (12) at the bottom of the page, where and are the numbers of precursors and postcursors in the channel impulse response. There is no general formulation for calculating PDF of for deterministic jitter. However, if the jitter spectrum of is sufficiently low such that all jitter terms in are similar, can be treated as receiver jitter. The dominant high-frequency transmitter jitter is DCD and it is covered in Section IV. For the rest of this section, the formulation for modeling of transmitter random jitter is discussed.
When the transmitter random jitter is colored, it can be approximated as a white discrete random process filtered by a coloring filter as follows [10] :
where is a white random variable vector. Substituting (13) into (11) It can be shown that the variance of is where is the singular value of and is the variance of . The brute force approach to compute PDF of is to average all conditional PDFs with respect to . However, this approach is impractical since the size of can be very large due to the long channel impulse response time. Fast algorithms are introduced in [4] and [11] for specific cases. For example, [4] assumes jitter has a Gaussian distribution, while [11] assumes that transmitter jitter is white and bounded and that transmitted symbols are independent.
A faster method to calculate the PDF of for more general cases is based on the singular value decomposition of (15) In (15), and are orthogonal matrices whose th column and row are and respectively. Matrix is diagonal and its diagonal entries are . This equation expresses as the sum of dependent random variables with variance . To simplify computation, the PDF of is approximated by assuming being independent and simply convolving the PDFs of . Note that the variance of the convolved PDFs is still , the same as the variance of . This approximation usually results in a slightly higher BER and is used as an estimate of the PDF of . Moreover, we can also use the largest singular value, , to produce a second approximation that usually yields a slightly lower BER. The difference between the two approximations provides a guideline to gauge the precision of PDF estimates: a large difference between the approximations indicates a poor PDF estimate. In typical lossy channels, we found that the matrix in (14) is dominated by one or two singular values. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4(a) demonstrate this characteristic. The channel impulse response is shown in Fig. 3 , and the corresponding distribution of singular values is shown in Fig. 4(a) . Using the dominant singular values to estimate of the PDF for is usually tight. To speed up the computation, a single Gaussian random variable is used to approximate the combination of that have small variances. Fig. 4(b) compares PDFs calculated using different methods for the sampled impulse response shown in Fig. 3 . The Convolution line is the convolved PDFs of . The Gaussian line is based on the approximate PDF where the bounded PDF using the first two dominant is convolved with the Gaussian PDF representing other small singular values. The Exact line is the exact PDF using the brute force method. The Maximum line is the PDF using the maximum . The approximated PDFs capture the shape of the high BER portions of the exact PDF. As expected, the low BER tails of the approximated PDFs exhibit some deviation from the target due to the various simplification assumptions made above, including assuming independence between . The Gaussian approximation closely matches the PDF using all singular values demonstrating that it can be used to replace small singular values. The comparison of system-level margins using different PDF approximations is shown in Fig. 5 . Gray curves are calculated using the largest singular value approximation while black curves are calculated using the independence approximation. Both results showed a good match indicating that the estimation is very tight.
IV. TRANSMITTER DUTY-CYCLE DISTORTION (DCD) MODELING
Nonidealities such as asymmetric rising and falling edges of the clock path result in deterministic jitter called duty-cycle distortion (DCD). Compared with other jitter components, DCD could be particularly detrimental since it directly modulates the width of the transmitted pulses. As shown in Fig. 6 , transmitter DCD causes odd and even bits to have different bit widths and exhibit very different responses. The even bit is shorter, resulting in a smaller swing than the nominal bit response and a smaller eye. In addition, the larger odd bit creates bigger ISI, which exacerbates the reduced even bit eye (Fig. 7) . Compared with TX DCD, RX DCD is usually less detrimental. RX DCD shifts the data and edge sampling locations for alternate bits. The modified sampling locations impacts the both the adaptation of the equalization and the CDR phase probability distribution. The rest of this section describes the details of transmitter DCD modeling.
In [5] , TX DCD is modeled in a manner similar to random jitter as described in the previous section. The model in [5] approximates TX DCD as impulses at the edges of the ideal waveform as shown in Fig. 8 . This model is equivalent to the approximation used for jitter in (3) and (4) and holds only for small DCD values. This paper presents a more rigorous approach which is applicable to large DCD values. This new approach captures impact of channel characteristics on DCD by separately computing the SBRs for odd and even bits. Fig. 6 shows the SBR for a sample channel with 10% transmitter DCD.
Using the odd and even bit responses, the received signal is calculated by simply shifting and adding the corresponding single bit responses. For example, the channel response to an input sequence with bit at the even bit time is obtained by (16) where and are the odd and even bit responses, respectively. Equation (16) shows that the ISI contribution from the other bits on the current bit is interleaved among odd and even bits. Therefore, the ISI PDFs for odd and even bits are computed by first interlacing odd and even ISIs in time and then computing the PDFs as usual. Fig. 7 shows the ISI PDFs for an odd bit, an even bit (10% transmitter DCD), and an ideal bit (no DCD).
In the presence of DCD, the receiver sees two different eyes, one for odd bits and the other for even bits. After computing individual odd and even BER eyes based on the ISI calculations presented earlier, the final BER contour shown in Fig. 9 is then given by the average of the odd and even eyes. Note that the performance of the link is dominated by the worst case among the odd and even eyes. As expected, the even eye is much worse than the odd eye, due to a smaller response and a larger ISI impact, and determines the final overall link performance in the example shown in Fig. 9 .
V. VALIDATION
In order to validate the proposed statistical jitter modeling methodologies discussed above, we apply these models in LinkLab simulations. LinkLab is a state-of-the-art channel simulator that incorporates the complexities of both device behavior and channel characteristics in high speed links. Although other components within in LinkLab have already been validated, the simulation and lab measurement conditions are controlled to isolate the effects of jitter and CDR on system voltage and timing margins. The validation systems include a clock-forwarded Rambus parallel link called FlexIO™ [9] , and a CDR-based Rambus serial link [3] .
For the first system, FlexIO's clock-forwarding produces a synchronous system which simplifies the jitter analysis by removing CDR interactions. The simulation and laboratory environment comprises a 6-in PCB link on a socket-based system test board running at 5 Gbps, as shown in Fig. 10 . Parameters for the transmitter jitter distribution are measured directly using an Agilent DCA-J. Parameters for the receiver jitter distribution are obtained by differentiating measured cumulative sampling distributions. The TX and RX jitter distributions are shown in Fig. 11 . Since the test system is synchronous, the measured jitter for clock and data directly impact the final sampling distributions. Incorporating a previously correlated S-parameter channel model, the LinkLab simulation produced a reasonably good estimation of actual link performance, as seen in Fig. 12 . The mismatch in high BER region of the bathtub curve may be due to the fact that individual circuit components such as PLL noise, clock path, and phase nonlinearity of TX and RX are not modeled in detail.
For the next system, we consider the serial link with more detailed circuit components including the CDR sampling distribution. The simulation and lab environment comprises a 14 layer, 30-in FR4 backplane channel running at 5 Gbps shown in Fig. 13 . The voltage transfer function for a 50-reference is plotted (insertion loss over frequency). Although length and transfer characteristic is typical for a backplane serial links, the 100 mil backplane via stub and the 60 mil linecard via stub results in a 22 dB insertion loss at 2.5 GHz. While transmitter jitter parameters are again captured by the DCA-J, the receiver jitter parameters are extracted from the circuit model. To compare the modeled CDR processes to the real CDR behavior, we measured data on the clock recovery circuitry in the lab by collecting position information over some amount of time. The comparison between the lab measurement and LinkLab simulation of the CDR phase position in Fig. 14 shows very good correlation. The CDR position is critical as it determines the sampling position and thus the behavior of much of the receiver circuitry. Performance comparisons between lab measurement and LinkLab simulation are shown in Fig. 15 . In addition to the 30-in backplane channel results are shown for a shorter 16-in backplane trace. This voltage margin is defined to be at the bit error rate of . This can also be thought of as an additional offset that can be applied to the receiver which would make the BER . For the measurement data, we have extrapolated from data by fitting with an error function. Again, the LinkLab simulation produced a good estimate of actual link performance. Fig. 16 shows the system voltage margin data with additional simulation results using a simple receiver model which assumes ideal sampling location at the center of eye rather than using the more complete CDR behavioral model. As can be seen in this plot, the difference between including and not including the CDR model has an effect of to 19 mV or 10 to 38 mV peak-to-peak for given channel and data rates. This difference is not constant across frequency and also varies between channels. Therefore, a simplified single offset term could lead to inaccurate simulation results. 
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presented an accurate way to simulate and estimate high-speed link performance. The methods presented efficiently account for both deterministic and random jitter. A general formulation to model the jitter spectrum was described along with a rigorous approach to model transmitter DCD error. Correlation data with lab measurements also demonstrate the accuracy of the presented methods for jitter modeling and channel estimation. While pursuing graduate studies, he held a summer position at Cadence Design Systems, Inc., where he developed a field solver for a board-level design tool. Upon graduation, he spent one year with Electromagnetic Technology Division, Tyco, Inc. He then joined Synopsis, Inc., as a Development Engineer continuing on the development of algorithms for transmission line modeling and simulation. In 2000, he joined Rambus, Inc., Los Altos, CA. He is currently a Senior Engineering Manager in Technology Development Division. Since joining Rambus, his research has been focusing on high-speed I/O designs including serial, parallel, and memory links. His group is responsible for providing signal integrity analysis for various products. Additional responsibilities of his group include an advance CAD tool development for high-speed link simulation to account for effects such as random jitter and high-volume manufacturing variations. His current interests include advance signal integrity modeling and simulation techniques, optimization of channel designs for various standard or proprietary I/O links, and application of signaling techniques to high speed digital links. He has published over 45 papers and holds two patents and seven patent applications in areas of high-speed link design.
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